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INTRODUCTION

On the morning of August 24, 1994, the anti-riot division of the Guatemalan National Police, in conjunction with private security forces, executed a savage raid on the plantation workers of the Empresa Exacta finca, at the Hacienda San Juan del Horizonte in western Guatemala. More than 500 police broke through the main gate of the finca with a bulldozer and fired tear gas and live bullets at the workers. The Guatemalan National Police killed three workers and critically wounded a fourth worker. Additionally, eleven workers required hospitalization.

---
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2. See Guatemalan Peasant Occupation Turns Violent, REUTERS, August 25, 1994 (reporting that more than 500 police opened fire on men, women, and children). The Guatemalan National Police stated that they did not have any information on the incident. Id.

3. See Petition Against the Republic of Guatemala, supra note 1, at 2 (quoting an official statement of the Bishops of Quetzaltenango, describing the incident).

4. Petition Against the Republic of Guatemala, supra note 1, at 2. Diego
many of whom were shot in the back while attempting to flee. While these horrendous state-sanctioned murders may be characterized as "the most overtly violent repression of workers in years," such violence and other forms of repression are rampant in Guatemala. The plight of the workers at the Empresa Exacta finca parallels the situation of many other laborers in Guatemala today.

The workers of Empresa Exacta occupied the land in response to the inaction of the judicial system in enforcing their constitutionally and statutorily mandated rights. Prior to the violent eviction, the workers embarked on an organizing campaign to compel their employer to recognize the minimum wage and to comply with other legally mandated

Orozco García, a leader of the workers, was one of the three workers killed by the Guatemalan National Police. Id. The National Police transported García via helicopter to a nearby army base. Id. García's body was found 50 kilometers from the finca, with clear signs of torture. Id. It is presumed that his body was thrown from the helicopter but it is not clear whether he was alive at that time. See Five Labor Activists Killed on Guatemalan Plantations, U.S./GUAT. LAB. EDUC. CAMPAIGN, Nov. 1994, at 3 (reporting that Diego Orozco García was "apparently dropped to his death" from the helicopter that brought him to the army base).

A second incident of violence directed toward the occupying workers of the Empresa Exacta finca occurred several weeks later. On September 15, 1994, three men handed documents with unknown contents to Juan Jose García Gonzalez, a participant in the occupation, and escorted him out of the village of Chiquirines, located near the Hacienda San Juan del Horizonte. Petition Against the Republic of Guatemala, supra note 1, at 6. The following day, 20-year-old Gonzalez was found with a fatal gun shot wound in his spine. Id. A statement by the Archbishop's office affirmed that "the killing was a consequence of the occupation of finca San Juan del Horizonte". Id.

5. Petition Against the Republic of Guatemala, supra note 1, at 2. The police also detained 40 workers, who have been released on the condition that they do not return to the finca, and with the requirement that they report to the prosecutor's office every week. Id.

6. Five Labor Activists Killed on Guatemalan Plantations, supra note 4, at 3.

7. See infra notes 106-15 and accompanying text (discussing the repression of the labor movement in Guatemala as a function of the government's export-led economic strategy).

8. See Trish O'Kane, Guatemalans Still Under the Boss' Heel, S.F. CHRON., Dec. 19, 1994, at A8 (citing the Empresa Exacta incident and noting similar conflicts at over 40 other fincas where companies refuse to pay the minimum wage); Petition Against the Republic of Guatemala, supra note 1, at 5 n.7 (reporting that over 400 similar complaints filed in 1994 remain unresolved by the judiciary).


10. U.S./GUATEMALAN LABOR EDUCATION PROJECT, LABOR AND WORKER RIGHTS BULLETIN ON GUATEMALA 2 (Sept. 5, 1994) (on file with The American University
labor provisions. After the workers sought judicial enforcement of their rights, the company illegally fired sixty-two workers. The workers immediately notified the court, seeking reinstatement within twenty-four hours, as mandated by the Labor Code of 1992. The judiciary did not respond and effectively denied any form of legal recourse for the aggrieved workers. The impotence of the courts prompted the workers to resort to self-help, and on July 17, 1994, the workers collectively occupied the finca.

In contrast to its handling of the workers' complaints, the court in Coatepeque responded immediately when the general manager of the Empresa Exacta finca initiated legal proceedings against the occupying workers by ordering their eviction by the police in the violent manner.

Journal of International Law and Policy) [hereinafter U.S./GLEP BULLETIN]. Although the legal minimum wage is 10 quetzales per day, less than $2.00, the workers received only six quetzales a day, or approximately $1.00. Id.

11. Petition Against the Republic of Guatemala, supra note 1, at 4. The workers sought compliance with the following statutory provisions: 1) payment of the legally required minimum wage and legally required bonus; 2) recognition of the right to have one day of rest per week; 3) respecting legally required vacation time; 4) access to the state health care system; and 5) respect for the right to organize and bargain collectively in a union. Id.

12. U.S./GLEP BULLETIN, supra note 10, at 2. On February 18, 1994, the court issued an emplazamiento, or injunction, against the company, which prohibits the company from firing workers without court approval. Id.


14. Petition Against the Republic of Guatemala, supra note 1, at 4-5.

15. Petition Against the Republic of Guatemala, supra note 1, at 4-5. The case remained unaddressed for two months until June 15, 1994, when the Labor Court of Coatepeque notified the workers that the case was transferred to the Sixth Court of Labor and Social Welfare in Guatemala City. Id. While the Government of Guatemala cites the establishment of this new labor court as an advancement in the recognition of worker rights, this court is not easily accessible to the rural population. Id. To date, the case remains unprocessed. Interview with William Clark Harrell, Attorney, Centro para la Acción Legal en Derechos Humanos, Guatemala, Washington, D.C. (Feb. 17, 1995).

16. Petition Against the Republic of Guatemala, supra note 1, at 5. The workers attempted to negotiate with the owners to reach an equitable solution. U.S./GLEP BULLETIN, supra note 10, at 2. Despite pressure from the Ministry of Labor, the Procurador de Derechos Humanos, and the Procurador General de la Nación, the company refused to negotiate. Id.
Guatemalan President Ramiro de Leon Carpio defended the military action, proclaiming, "I am sorry about the loss of life, and about the wounded, but the anti-riot troops acted legally and we will continue to act this way in the future, even though it causes pain in my heart. . . . The right to private property is protected in the Constitution." 18

The Empresa Exacta incident is the basis for extending the "continuing review" of Guatemala's status as a beneficiary under the United States' Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) program. 19 The GSP is a unilateral trade instrument which provides that the products of developing countries that respect worker rights will be granted duty-free access into United States markets. 20 The GSP program officially expired on July 31, 1995. 21 The House Ways and Means Subcommittee on Trade favorably reported a bill introduced by Congressman Philip M. Crane (R-IL) to reauthorize the GSP program. 22

As a unilateral trade instrument, the United States GSP program can be utilized to achieve social harmonization through the imposition of trade sanctions. 23 Although a multilateral forum for addressing and en-
forcing labor rights abuses may be more desirable in that it is more consistent with the transnationalization of the global economy, no effective international enforcement mechanism has been established yet. The World Trade Organization (WTO) presents a feasible multilateral forum wherein international standards could be formulated and non-compliance could be countered with trade sanctions. The multilateral trade negotiations of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), which yielded the new WTO, however, did not generate international consensus on linking a trade instrument to labor rights. Thus, despite

the GSP program designed to improve beneficiary countries' compliance with internationally recognized worker rights; 140 CONG. REC. E1458-01, E1459 (1994) (statement of Rep. Brown) (advocating that the proposed amendments of the GSP Renewal Bill to strengthen protection of worker rights would encourage sustainable economic and social development).

24. See Harlan Mandel, In Pursuit of the Missing Link: International Worker Rights and International Trade?, 27 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 443, 448-49 (1989) (discussing the advantages of achieving a multilateral consensus on international labor standards over a unilaterally dictated instrument). Many commentators suggest that unilateral trade measures are inherently biased and protectionist, and are much less effective than the product of multilateral negotiations. See Kriangsak Kittichaisaree, Using Trade Sanctions and Subsidies to Achieve Environmental Objectives in the Pacific Rim, 4 COLO. J. INT'L ENVTL. L. & POL'Y 296, 299 (1993) (noting that unilateral trade measures involve a "stick," in the form of economic sanctions, and a "carrot," in the form of trade preferences extended under GSP); JAMES M. ZIMMERMAN, EXTRATERRITORIAL EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS OF THE UNITED STATES: THE REGULATION OF THE OVERSEAS WORKPLACE (1992) [hereinafter ZIMMERMAN, EXTRATERRITORIAL EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS] (arguing that the negative implications of unilateralism include the possible violation of the sovereignty of other countries and that the unilateral designation of "internationally recognized worker rights" is unreasonable and lacking in international consensus). In the context of OPIC, Zimmerman argues that the United States should not summarily condemn other countries for failing to establish and maintain internationally recognized worker rights. James M. Zimmerman, The Overseas Private Investment Corporation and Worker Rights: The Loss of Role Models for Employment Standards in the Foreign Workplace, 14 HASTINGS INT'L & COMP. L. REV. 603 (1991) [hereinafter Zimmerman, OPIC and Worker Rights].

efforts of the United States, the GATT Uruguay Round negotiations did not yield a consensus on labor rights violations.\textsuperscript{26}

Consequently, the International Labour Organization (ILO)\textsuperscript{27} remains the only worldwide multilateral forum\textsuperscript{28} where the recognition of worker rights can be pursued.\textsuperscript{29} While the ILO is instrumental in establishing international standards and defining labor rights,\textsuperscript{30} it does not pos-

\textsuperscript{26} 19 U.S.C. § 2901(14) (1988). The United States incorporated labor rights as a negotiating objective in the Uruguay Round in the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988. \textit{Id.} The primary negotiating objectives with respect to worker rights include: 1) promoting respect for worker rights; 2) reviewing the relationship of worker rights to the objectives and articles of GATT with the purpose of securing the benefits of free trade to all workers; and 3) to adopt as a GATT principle that a country cannot gain a competitive advantage through the denial of worker rights. \textit{Id.} Currently, the United States is the primary proponent of creating a GATT working party to investigate labor rights violations. Resistance to this effort resulted in the lack of a labor rights clause in the WTO.


\textit{27. THE INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORG., BACKGROUNDER ¶ 1 (Sept. 1991).} The ILO, first established in 1919, is a section of the United Nations that promulgates conventions and recommendations which embody international labor standards. \textit{Id.} The ILO, recognizing that progress in economic productivity is not commensurate with progress in social harmonization, adheres to the philosophy that "development is not a purely economic concept but that its purpose is fundamentally social and human in character and that economic development cannot automatically ensure social progress." \textit{INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE, THE IMPACT OF INTERNATIONAL LABOUR CONVENTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS} 8 (1976).


\textit{29. Stephen I. Schlossberg, United States’ Participation in the ILO: Redefining the Role,} 11 \textit{COMP. LAB. L.J.} 48, 55-56 (1989). Although ILO Recommendations are non-binding instruments, ILO Conventions are binding on those members who have ratified that particular Convention. \textit{Id.} at 57-59.

\textit{30. See} Michelle E. Gorden, Comment, \textit{Haitian Forced Labor in the Dominican
sess the remedial power to impose sanctions. Although the use of “minilateral” or regional free trade agreements is an increasingly utilized phenomenon, the Side Agreement on Labor of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) does not establish enforceable international standards by which to measure or redress labor rights abuses. Hence, the GSP program remains a viable alternative to ameliorating the prevalent labor abuses in developing countries.

This Note will examine the worker rights provisions embodied in the United States GSP program. Part II discusses the origin of the GSP in the United States and the incorporation of labor rights as a prerequisite

---

31. Lee Swepston, Human Rights Complaint Procedures of the International Labour Organization, GUIDE TO INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS PRACTICE 99, 102 (Hurst Hannum ed., 2d ed. 1992). The ILO has a comprehensive supervisory mechanism which monitors member countries’ compliance with the various Conventions. Id. According to Zimmerman, “the ILO is the only organization devoted to employment issues that has both the experience and the institutional framework by which to regulate international labor practices.” ZImERMAN, EXTRATERRITORIAL EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS, supra note 24, at 179. Compa notes that the leverage of the ILO “is limited to exhortation and censure.” Lance Compa, International Labor Rights and The Sovereignty Question: NAFTA and Guatemala, Two Case Studies, 9 AM. U. J. INT’L L. & POL’Y 117, 133-35 (1993) (critiquing the NAFTA labor side agreement and its failure to establish binding international labor standards).


34. See Compa, supra note 32, at 133-35 (critiquing the NAFTA Labor Side Agreement and its preservation of sovereignty in establishing labor standards).
for obtaining beneficiary status for developing countries. Part III examines the enforcement structure of the GSP program, analyzing the review procedure and the substantial barriers erected that prevent enforcement of the GSP program in conformance with the purported congressional intent. Part IV discusses Guatemala’s experience under the review process of the GSP and analyzes the effectiveness of the probationary “continuing review” procedure. Part V proposes necessary substantive and administrative changes that should be adopted in the future reauthorization of the GSP program.

I. THE UNITED STATES AND THE GSP

A. ORIGIN OF THE GSP

In the United States, the GSP program grants preferential duty-free tariff treatment to specifically designated “beneficiary developing countries.”35 The concept of GSP originated in 1964 at the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), during which time developing countries expressed a desire to reduce their dependency on foreign aid and stimulate their economies by increasing exports and generating foreign exchange.36 The unilateral extension of trade concessions to lesser developed countries37 is consonant with GATT under the “Special and Differential” approach designed to augment the economic growth of developing nations.38


37. H.R. Rep. No. 1090, supra note 36, at 11. The House Ways and Means Committee describes the original purpose of the GSP program:

As initially conceived, GSP systems were to be: (1) temporary, unilateral grants of preferences by developed countries to developing countries; (2) designed to extend benefits to sectors of developing countries which were not competitive internationally; and (3) designed to include safeguard mechanisms to protect domestic industries sensitive to import competition from articles receiving preferential tariff treatment.

Id.

38. See Kele Onyejekwe, GATT, Agriculture, and Developing Countries, 17
B. EVOLUTION OF THE GSP PROGRAM IN THE UNITED STATES

1. Initial Enactment in the 1974 Trade Act

The GSP program, as originally authorized by Title V of the 1974 Trade Act, provided developing countries "fair and reasonable access" into the United States market for certain eligible products.\(^{39}\) In addition to product eligibility criteria,\(^{40}\) the statute delineated threshold requirements that must be met in order for a country to qualify for beneficiary status.\(^{41}\) The statutory scheme of the 1974 Act is tailored to allow only those countries that demonstrate economic need to achieve and maintain beneficiary status.\(^{42}\)

---


\(^{41}\) Id. § 2462(b)(1)-(6). In its original enactment, the GSP statute prevented the President from designating a developing country a beneficiary under GSP if the country: 1) is a Communist country; 2) is a member of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries; 3) adversely affects United States commerce by affording preferential treatment to the products of another developed country; 4) has nationalized, expropriated, or seized ownership of property of United States citizens; 5) does not cooperate with the United States in controlling international narcotics trafficking; or 6) did not act in good faith in enforcing or recognizing arbitral awards rendered in favor of United States citizens. Id. Amendments in 1976 imposed the additional requirement that the President could not designate a country as a beneficiary under GSP if that country aids or abets international terrorists. Id. § 2462(b)(7).

\(^{42}\) H.R. Rep. No. 1090, supra note 36, at 11. The GSP program, as envisioned by GATT members and the United States, is designed to serve as an interim program to boost the economic competitiveness and global integration of developing countries. Id. The United States GSP program incorporates the principles of "graduation" and "competitive needs limitations"; countries and products can be "graduated" from the GSP program pursuant to section 2464, which provides that "[t]he President may withdraw, suspend, or limit the application of the duty-free treatment . . . ." 19 U.S.C. § 2464 (1980). In addition, the "competitive need limit" provision automati-
The original GSP statute proved unsatisfactory, as it became apparent that the benefits of the GSP program flowed directly to "narrow privileged elites" in a small portion of the newly industrialized countries. Evidence accumulated demonstrating that the duty-free treatment of imports into the United States provided a powerful incentive for United States industries to relocate to beneficiary developing countries in order to minimize production costs. The absence of fundamental worker rights in developing countries strengthened the inducement to relocate. The United States Congress proactively implemented various pieces of "social dumping" legislation to combat against the developing
countries’ policy of exploiting labor as a comparative advantage in trade. The rationales behind these initiatives range from a genuine

Unilateralism?”, 15 HUM. RTS. Q. 1, 2 n.2 (1993). Philip Alston defines “social dumping” as “the practice of relying upon low ‘social’ costs . . . to produce goods that can then be sold in another market at a price which is well below the cost of production in that market, primarily because producers in that market would not be permitted to tolerate such low social standards.” Id. But see Amato, supra note 25, at 83 n.21 (noting that the term “social dumping” legislation is actually a misnomer in that the goods are more costly, not in terms of market price in the foreign market, but in terms of the price of the exploitation borne by the workers).

47. See Amato, supra note 25, at 82-83 (documenting the “social dumping” legislation enacted in response to the flux of capital movement to countries that deny basic worker rights).


concern for oppressed workers abroad to protection of United States domestic industries. 48

2. The GSP Renewal Act of 1984

The Trade and Tariff Act of 1984, which reauthorized the GSP, addressed the trade perversion experienced under the original act and introduced protectionist mechanisms which further restricted the availability of GSP trade benefits to potential developing countries. 49 Amendments to the GSP program limited preferential access to the United States market according to the principle that “trade, rather than aid” 50 will enable developing countries to compete in the global economy through

48. See LAWYERS COMMITTEE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS, HUMAN RIGHTS AND U.S. FOREIGN POLICY 38 (1992) (discussing the dichotomy of economic and moral justifications for labor rights conditionality). While moral rationales invoke the improvement of worker rights in countries that do not maintain worker rights as a justification for conditionality, the economic rationale “seeks to reverse ‘social dumping,’ the economic advantage obtained by countries utilizing cheap labor to lower their production costs.” Id.

See GAO ASSESSMENT, supra note 42, at 97 (outlining the opposing positions in the controversy over worker rights conditionality in the GSP). Beneficiary developing countries regard the conditions as penalties, particularly because other GSP programs have not incorporated workers rights conditionality. Id. at 100. Beneficiaries under GSP resent this new conditionality in a trade instrument created under the auspices of nonreciprocity and designed to promote developing countries’ economic competitiveness. Id. Worker rights advocates contend that conditionality is necessary in order to achieve parallel development in the social and political spheres, so that sustainable economic growth can be realized. Id. at 101.

49. 19 U.S.C. §§ 2461-2466 (1988); see infra notes 54-56 and accompanying text (discussing labor rights conditionality in the GSP statute).


(1) promote the development of developing countries, which often need temporary preferential advantages to compete effectively with industrialized countries;
(2) promote the notion that trade, rather than aid, is a more effective and cost-efficient way of promoting broad-based sustained economic development;
(3) take advantage of the fact that developing countries provide the fastest growing markets for US exports and that foreign exchange earnings from trade with such countries through the GSP can further stimulate US exports;
(4) allow for the consideration of the fact that there are significant differences among developing countries with respect to their general development and international competitiveness.

Id.
export expansion.\textsuperscript{51} The magnitude of the world debt crisis influenced the protectionist stance adopted by the United States in its trade policy.\textsuperscript{52} Accordingly, the GSP Renewal Act incorporates several provisions that curtail the availability of the GSP benefits to countries that demonstrate advanced economic competitiveness.\textsuperscript{53}

C. LABOR RIGHTS CONDITIONALITY

Cushioning itself in trade liberalization rhetoric, the new GSP program presented new obstacles for potential beneficiary countries to hurdle.\textsuperscript{54} The most contentious impediment to beneficiary status is the labor rights clause.\textsuperscript{55} The reauthorization of the GSP program added stricter eligibility criteria for beneficiary developing countries, stipulating that a beneficiary country respect "internationally recognized workers' rights."\textsuperscript{56} The

\textsuperscript{51} Id.

\textsuperscript{52} See Edward J. Ray, U.S. Protectionism and the World Debt Crisis 146 (1989) (noting that the debt crisis did not exist during the original enactment of the GSP in 1974).

\textsuperscript{53} See supra note 42 and accompanying text (discussing statutory limitations exempting countries that achieve certain levels of economic competitiveness from beneficiary status).

\textsuperscript{54} 19 U.S.C. § 2462 (1988). A per capita gross national product (GNP) limit excludes countries from beneficiary status if the GNP exceeds the statutory ceiling of $5,000. Id. § 2464(c)(3)(D)(ii)(I).

\textsuperscript{55} Id. § 2462(b)(7). The most controversial addition is the eligibility requirement that countries must respect worker rights. Id; see GAO Assessment, supra note 42, at 100 (reporting that there is more resistance to the labor rights provision than to the intellectual property provision). An intellectual property provision requires that the President, in determining whether to confer beneficiary status, "shall take into account . . . the extent to which such country is providing adequate and effective means under its laws for foreign nationals to secure, to exercise, and to enforce exclusive rights in intellectual property, including patents, trademarks, and copyrights." 19 U.S.C. § 2462(c)(5) (1988). The United States GAO suggests that the intellectual property provision provokes less contention because the link between trade policy and commercial policy is directly quantifiable, whereas the link between trade policy and labor rights is harder to measure. GAO Assessment, supra note 42, at 101.

\textsuperscript{56} 19 U.S.C. § 2462 (b)(7) (1988). The reauthorization of the GSP in 1984 incorporated a worker rights provision as a specific criterion in the designation of a beneficiary developing country: "[t]he President shall not designate any country a beneficiary developing country . . . if such country has not taken or is not taking steps to afford internationally recognized workers' rights to workers in the country (including any designated zone in that country)." Id.

With respect to the withdrawal or suspension of beneficiary status, "[t]he President shall . . . withdraw or suspend the designation of any country as a beneficiary
United States Congress employs the term "internationally recognized worker rights" to signify and establish the following five essential labor rights: 1) freedom of association; 2) the right to organize and bargain collectively; 3) prohibitions on the use of forced or compulsory labor; 4) a minimum age for employment; and 5) acceptable conditions of work, including minimum wages and hours, and occupational safety and health. The first three of these "internationally recognized worker rights" are fundamental human rights defined by the ILO. The fourth and fifth rights, while not considered fundamental human rights by the ILO, are supported by various ILO Conventions.

developing country if, after such designation, he determines that as the result of changed circumstances such country would be barred from designation as a beneficiary developing country . . . " Id. § 2464(b). Despite the mandatory language, the failure to enforce worker rights "shall not prevent the designation of any country as a beneficiary developing country under this section if the President determines that such designation will be in the national economic interest of the United States." Id. § 2462(b)(7). This escape clause effectively converts the worker rights provision into a discretionary exercise.

The worker rights provision of section 301, embodied in the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988, contains stricter language, providing that a country is in compliance if "the foreign country has taken, or is taking, actions that demonstrate a significant and tangible overall advancement in providing throughout the foreign country [internationally recognized worker rights]." 19 U.S.C. § 2411(d)(3)(c)(1) (1988).

57. Id. § 2462(a)(4).


59. Convention Concerning Occupational Safety and Health and the Working
The United States Congress thus determined that a country should not reap the benefits of this preferential trade program by exploiting labor. When a developing country is allowed to abuse its workforce, the benefits under GSP accrue to the business community at the direct expense of suppressed workers. Theories of comparative advantage in free trade falter when confronted with the egregious oppression of labor as an exploitable resource. Therefore, the rationale is that developing countries should not be allowed to exploit labor as a comparative advantage.

1. Lack of International Consensus

Even though "internationally recognized worker rights" are derived from ILO Conventions, the GSP statutory language does not provide any guidance as to how the five delineated rights are to be interpreted and which body of international jurisprudence is to be applied when evaluating a country's compliance with the labor rights mandate. Additional-
ly, the United States is viewed as imposing unilaterally developed standards that lack international consensus and legitimacy. Critically, the list of "internationally recognized worker rights" does not include the principle of non-discrimination.

Furthermore, the GSP statute fails to differentiate between the relative weights accorded to the five worker rights. Thus, it is unclear whether all five rights are absolute rights that may not be abrogated by any country. Whether these rights are mere standards that can fluctuate relative to a country's particular level of development is an additional area of contention.

(stating that the GSP statute "carefully eschews any reference to the ILO standards per se"). For example, the GSP Subcommittee refuses to recognize human rights violations against unionists as a violation of worker rights. See infra note 101 and accompanying text (discussing the GSP Subcommittee's practice of dismissing allegations of violence against Guatemalan union leaders as human rights violations). This distinction is in direct contravention of the ILO's standards regarding the freedom of association. See Alston, supra note 46, at 12 (noting that the GSP Subcommittee adopts a narrower interpretation of the freedom of association than the ILO in distinguishing between human rights and labor rights). Furthermore, the GSP statute does not require referral to any "international" standards in evaluating the respect or denial of the five "internationally recognized worker rights." 19 U.S.C. § 2462(4) (1988).

See Alston, supra note 46, at 11-12 (discussing the lack of international consensus in the interpretation of the "internationally recognized worker rights"); Amato, supra note 25, at 121-22 (discussing the possible implications of the United States unilateral definition of "internationally recognized worker rights").

See Karen F. Travis, Women in Global Production and Worker Rights Provisions in U.S. Trade Laws, 17 YALE J. INT'L L. 173, 177 (1992) (noting that there is a conspicuous absence of the fundamental right to equal opportunity and treatment); Compa, supra note 28, at 164 (critiquing the lack of non-discrimination as an internationally recognized worker right); Alston, supra note 46, at 7 (stating that the list of workers' rights is artificially restricted in that it does not include the principle of non-discrimination, which is necessary to combat not only gender and race discrimination, but also oppression on the basis of ethnicity or political beliefs); see also GSP Renewal Bill, supra note 23, § 3 (1993) (proposing the inclusion of non-discrimination as a right recognized under the GSP); H.R. 5136, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. (1984).


See Travis, supra note 64, at 178-79 (discussing whether these rights are deemed absolute or relative); Compa, supra note 28, at 165 (distinguishing between unconditional rights, which include the right of association and freedom from forced labor, and rights that are dependent upon a country's level of development, which include minimum wages, hours, and standards of employment).

H.R. REP. No. 1090, supra note 36, at 11. The legislative history of the GSP Renewal Act of 1984 suggests that a country's level of economic and social development should be taken into account when evaluating the labor situation. Id. The
2. "Taking Steps" Standard

The standard of adherence to internationally recognized worker rights is whether the beneficiary country is "taking steps" to afford these fundamental worker rights, rather than full compliance. While "steps" may be difficult to quantify in definitive terms, neither the GSP statute nor the Regulations of the United States Trade Representative (USTR) provide any guidance as to what actions constitute "taking steps" toward the recognition of labor rights. Elaboration on this standard may be found in the legislative history to the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) Amendment Act of 1985. The OPIC Amendment Act limits extension of insurance and financing to private investors in countries that are "taking steps to adopt and implement laws that extend internationally recognized worker rights . . . to workers in that country . . . ." An explanation of what may constitute "internationally recognized worker rights" is set forth in the House Foreign Affairs Committee Report, which specifies that a country should be found in compliance if that country: 1) is a member of ILO and a signatory to the ILO Constitution; 2) has laws conforming to one or more of the delineated worker rights; 3) and demonstrates continued progress in implementing the worker rights.
II. ENFORCEMENT OF THE LABOR RIGHTS MANDATE

A. STRUCTURE AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE REVIEW PROCESS

Although the President has the ultimate authority to enforce the GSP program,74 the GSP Subcommittee of the Trade Policy Staff Committee (TPSC)75 administers the program.76 The GSP renewal statute provides three types of reviews. First, the President is required to conduct a General Review "[n]ot later than January 4, 1987, and periodically thereafter" of both eligible articles and beneficiary countries.77 To date, the President has conducted only one General Review.78 Second, pursuant to the acceptance of requests submitted by interested parties, the GSP Subcommittee conducts Annual Reviews to ascertain the eligibility of countries and products.79 Third, the President may revoke unilaterally

79. 19 U.S.C. §§ 2461-2466 (1988). The GSP statute does not provide any guidance on how the review process is to be administered. Id. The USTR Regulations, promulgated pursuant to the GSP statute, specifies the technical details of the petition and review process. 15 C.F.R. §§ 2007-2007.8 (1995). The Annual Review process, as defined by the USTR Regulations, is the mechanism for reviewing the addition or deletion of products and countries pursuant to requests for review which are submitted by independent parties. Id. §§ 2007(a), 2007(b). The USTR Regulations detail the timetable for submission of requests for review, hearings, and final decisions of the Annual Review process. Id. § 2007.3.

The GSP Subcommittee has the discretion to accept or deny petitions to review the worker rights situation in the challenged country. PETER DORMAN, BUREAU OF INTERNATIONAL LABOR AFFAIRS, U.S. DEP'T. OF LABOR, WORKER RIGHTS AND U.S. TRADE POLICY: AN EVALUATION OF WORKER RIGHTS CONDITIONALITY UNDER THE GENERALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES 5 (1989). This policy effectively shifts the burden on to the petitioner to establish a prima facie case for review. Id.
the beneficiary status of any country that fails to recognize worker rights.\textsuperscript{30}

If a petition is accepted for review, the GSP Subcommittee conducts an investigation\textsuperscript{81} to determine whether a beneficiary developing country’s labor rights violations are sufficiently egregious to warrant revocation of GSP status.\textsuperscript{82} Yet, while a country is under review, its status as a beneficiary under GSP remains intact. At the expiration of the review period, the USTR may elect to either extend the review, resulting in a probationary “continuing review;”\textsuperscript{83} withdraw the country as a beneficiary under GSP because of pervasive and unaddressed labor rights violations; or terminate review status, determining that the country is in compliance with the mandates of GSP, and thus its status as a beneficiary is no longer in jeopardy. The common practice of extending the review of a country which is not deemed to be in compliance with the mandates of the labor rights provision is neither intended by Congress nor contemplated by the GSP statute or the USTR Regulations.\textsuperscript{84}

---

\textsuperscript{30} 19 U.S.C. § 2464(a) (1988). The USTR Regulations also allow for the TPSC to initiate a review. 15 C.F.R. § 2007(f) (1995). This discretionary authority has never been exercised by the President or the TPSC.

\textsuperscript{81} See FAY LYLE, BUREAU OF INTERNATIONAL LABOR AFFAIRS, U.S. DEP’T. OF LABOR, WORKER RIGHTS IN U.S. POLICY 9 (1991) (noting that petitions which are accepted for review are considered along with the United States Department of State’s annual Human Rights Reports, reports from United States embassies, and ILO findings).

\textsuperscript{82} 15 C.F.R. § 2007.2(f) (1995). According to the USTR Regulations, the GSP Subcommittee conducts the first level of review and reports to the TPSC. \textit{Id}. The TPSC considers the results of the GSP Subcommittee’s review and conducts further review if necessary. \textit{Id}. § 2007.2(g). The TPSC then prepares recommendations to the President, which are first submitted to the USTR. \textit{Id}. The USTR, after reviewing the findings of the TPSC and the Trade Policy Committee (TPC), makes the ultimate recommendations to the President on any action to be taken. \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{83} 15 C.F.R. § 2006.6 (1995); 19 U.S.C. §§ 2461-2466 (1988). The probationary continuing review period, adopted in practice by the GSP Subcommittee, has no basis in the GSP Renewal Act or the USTR Regulations. \textit{Id}; see Amato, \textit{supra} note 25, at 117-18 (discussing the USTR’s justification for extending the review of worker rights in Chile).

B. LIMITATIONS ON THE ACCESSIBILITY OF THE REVIEW PROCESS

1. "Substantial New Information" Standard

The USTR Regulations permit "any person" to "file a request to have the GSP status of any eligible beneficiary developing country reviewed with respect to any of the designation criteria."85 Many labor rights advocates utilize the GSP petition and review process as a mechanism for redressing worker rights violations internationally.86 Even though the TPSC has the authority to initiate a review on its own motion,87 the TPSC has not exercised this discretion.

While the USTR Regulations provide for broad standing to petition the GSP Subcommittee,88 several limitations serve to diffuse the availability of the review process. The USTR Regulations require that if the GSP Subcommittee previously considered a petition to review worker rights in a specific country, a new petition must present "substantial new information" in order to be reconsidered.89 This standard applies whether the GSP Subcommittee accepted a previous petition for review and found the country under investigation to be in compliance, or rejected the petition for not demonstrating a labor rights violation under GSP.90 In cases where a beneficiary country's promises for improvement pursuant to previous review periods remain unfulfilled, this policy forecloses further review of worker rights violations. Thus, labor rights violations from previous years remain unaddressed, and the beneficiary developing country's status remains securely intact, despite such intentional and negligent evasion.91 According to the GSP Director, as of late 1994, the "new information" standard is being interpreted more

86. See Compa, supra note 28, at 175 (explaining that labor rights advocates utilize the GSP as a forum for redressing the exploitation of workers abroad).
89. 15 C.F.R. § 2007(b) (1995). For a request for review of product or country eligibility, the Regulations provide that "[i]f the subject matter of the request has been reviewed pursuant to a previous request, the request must include substantial new information warranting further consideration of the issue." Id. Requests for modifications in the list of eligible articles considered previously "must include either new information which indicates changed circumstances or a rebuttal of the factors supporting the denial of the previous request". 15 C.F.R. § 2007.1(a)(4) (1995).
90. GAO ASSESSMENT, supra note 42, at 101.
91. Id. at 10, 110.
broadly so that a country's nonfulfillment of past promises may constitute "new information."92

2. Denial of Judicial Review

Furthermore, while "any person" may petition the GSP Subcommittee to investigate labor rights violations, both labor rights and human rights advocates are denied standing to seek judicial enforcement of the worker rights provision of the GSP program.93 In 1990, twenty-three labor and human rights activists filed suit in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia against the President of the United States and other government officials alleging failure to enforce the GSP labor rights provisions according to congressional intent.94 Both the District Court and the United States Circuit Court for the District of Columbia dismissed the case on various jurisdictional grounds, thereby avoiding a determination based on the merits of the case.95 More importantly, however, is that the Circuit Court ruled that the labor groups and the human rights groups lacked standing to pursue an action challenging the administration of the GSP statute.96 Circuit Judge David Sentelle found that the human rights groups did not meet the first threshold of standing or the personal injury requirement.97 The court states, in contrast, that the labor organizations do meet the first criterion of standing in their allegations of injury.98 The court concludes that the causal connection,

92. Id. at 111. The GAO proposes that the new information standard should be amended to clarify that evidence demonstrating a lack of promised improvements is new information for purposes of submitting a petition. Id. The GAO notes that "[t]he concept of making progress to meet international standards is at the heart of GSP country practice provisions; it is especially critical for worker rights, given the 'taking steps' language in the statute." Id. at 125.

93. International Labor Rights Educ. and Research Fund v. Bush, 752 F. Supp. 490 (D.D.C. 1990), aff'd per curiam, 954 F.2d 745 (D.C. Cir. 1992); see also Florsheim Shoe Co. v. United States, 744 F.2d 787, 795 (Fed. Cir. 1984) (holding that the President's determinations under the GSP program are not subject to judicial review).


95. Bush, 954 F.2d at 746. Judge Karen Henderson ruled that the Court of International Trade has exclusive jurisdiction over the subject matter. Id. Judge David Sentelle found that the plaintiffs lacked standing to bring the action. Id. at 748.

96. Id. at 748 (Sentelle, J., concurring).


98. Bush, 954 F.2d at 750 (Sentelle, J., concurring).
however, between the alleged injury and the granting of beneficiary trade status under GSP is "at best a tenuous one." Chief Judge Abner Mikva, in his dissent, concedes that while the human rights groups lack standing, the labor rights groups do have standing, and further argues that Congress specifically addresses the connection between trade benefits and injury in the GSP statute.

3. Tactics Foreclosing Review

Other less transparent standards and devices employed by the GSP Subcommittee in its review procedure serve to weaken the mandatory language of the GSP statute. One such device is the policy of dismissing allegations of abuse and violence directed at labor leaders and unionists by characterizing the allegations as human rights violations, and therefore beyond the realm of GSP protection. This policy creates a dichotomous inequity by assuming that labor rights violations are not human rights violations. Secondly, the GSP Subcommittee repeatedly rebuts information in petitions with reports from United States embassies, rendering the petition a complaint that can be summarily dismissed for failure to state a claim, without investigating the veracity of the allegations.

99. Id.
100. Id. at 756 (Mikva, C.J., dissenting). Mikva concludes that the policy behind the labor rights clause is to remove incentives for United States firms to relocate or to extract unfair concessions from workers in the United States. Id.
101. See GAO ASSESSMENT, supra note 42, at 109 (stating that the GSP Subcommittee classifies the murder of a trade union activist as a human rights violation rather than a workers rights violation, and therefore is outside the purview of GSP); DORMAN, supra note 79, at 7 (reporting that the GSP Subcommittee will not classify the murder of a union member as a labor rights violation unless the violence resulted from a specified range of labor activities); see also Petition/Request For Review of the GSP Status of Guatemala Under GSP Worker Rights Provisions 3 (June 2, 1992) [hereinafter 1992 Petition] (on file with The American University of International Journal of Law and Policy) (explaining that the GSP Subcommittee consistently rejected allegations of violence toward unionists on the grounds that violence is endemic in Guatemala and there was no causal link between the violence and the victim's union activity).
102. See GENERALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES SUBCOMM. OF THE TRADE POLICY STAFF COMM., 1990 GSP ANNUAL REVIEW 6-7 [hereinafter 1990 ANNUAL REVIEW] (illustrating the GSP Subcommittee's policy of rebutting petitioners' allegations with information provided by embassy reports).
III. THE GUATEMALAN LABOR CRISIS:
BATTLING AGAINST IMPUNITY

A. A PARADIGM OF REPRESsION

In the decade following the Second World War, the labor movement in Guatemala prospered and workers secured protective legislation establishing a minimum wage and social insurance. The military coup in 1954, sponsored by the United States Central Intelligence Agency, signified the demise of the organized labor movement and effectively curtailed any further hope for protection of the labor force. For the past forty years, the military and military-controlled civilian governments of Guatemala suppressed the organized labor movement as the wealthy elite reasserted power. Repression of the
labor movement and chronic social inequities, legacies of the 1954 coup,
persevered in Guatemala into the 1990s as a product of the export-led economic model that favors foreign investment at the expense of a more equitable distribution system. Today, the frequency of mass killings of labor leaders has declined and workers exercise limited political freedom. Nevertheless, assassinations, violence, and harassment continue to occur at an alarming rate.

Currently, Guatemala is an extremely polarized society, with eighty percent of the population residing in rural areas. Of approximately 2.9 million workers in Guatemala, it is estimated that only seven percent of the working population belong to unions.

B. BENEFICIARY STATUS UNDER THE GSP

In the first General Review, conducted in 1986 to 1987 pursuant to the GSP Renewal Act, the GSP Subcommittee found Guatemala in compliance with the labor rights provision. For five consecutive years, from 1987 to 1991, the USTR rejected petitions filed by various


110. Zarate, supra note 104, at 61.

111. Id; see Kurt Petersen, The Maquiladora Revolution in Guatemala 23 (1992) (discussing the government's legislative pursuit of an export-led economic development strategy, which promotes foreign investment through incentives).

112. Goldston, supra note 104, at 11.

113. See supra notes 1-18 and accompanying text (describing the Empresa Exacta incident); Petition Against the Republic of Guatemala, supra note 1 (documenting continued acts of violence and the persistent repression of union activity); Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, Abandoning the Victims: The UN Advisory Services Program in Guatemala 48 (1990) (reporting that unionists continue to be the principal victims of death threats, killings, and "disappearances").


American labor groups requesting review of the labor situation in Guatemala. The GSP Subcommittee rejected all five requests filed during the Annual Reviews of 1987 through 1991 on the basis that the petitions failed to satisfy the informational requirements set forth in the USTR Regulations.


119. 1990 ANNUAL REVIEW, supra note 102, at 1. The AFL-CIO filed the first request for review under the Annual Review on June 1, 1987. Id. The International Labor Rights Education and Research Fund (ILRERF) filed a petition on June 1, 1988 as part of the 1988 Annual Review. Id. at 2. The United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America filed the 1989 petition. Id. In 1990, Americas Watch and a group consisting of The Labor and Employment Committee of the National Lawyers Guild, the United Electrical, Radio & Machine Workers of America, and the ILRERF filed separate requests as part of the 1990 Annual Review. Id.

120. 1991 ANNUAL REVIEW, supra note 118, at 2. The GSP Subcommittee cites section 2007.2(a)(2) of the USTR Regulations, which provide in pertinent part:

If a request . . . does not conform to the requirements set forth above, or if the request does not provide sufficient information relevant to subsection 502(b) or 502(c) . . . to warrant review, or if it is clear from available information that the request does not fall within the criteria of subsection 502(b) or 502(c), the request shall not be accepted for review.


In the 1991 GSP Annual Review, the GSP Subcommittee reports its assessment of the prior five requests:

Specifically, the Subcommittee found in each case that the petitions either 1) provided insufficient information relevant to the statutory provisions of the Trade Act of 1974, as amended, 2) failed to clearly demonstrate that the information provided fell within the criteria of those same statutory provisions, or 3) failed to present substantial new information warranting further consideration of the issue.

1991 ANNUAL REVIEW, supra note 118, at 2.
In June 1992, the AFL-CIO and ten labor, human rights, and religious groups filed two separate petitions with the USTR's office requesting review of Guatemala's labor situation. Similar to previous petitions, the 1992 labor rights petition cited continued violence, death threats, and intimidation directed at trade union activists, non-enforcement of existing minimum wage and hours, the widespread use of child labor, and the inadequacy of the Labor Code in vindicating worker rights.

In August 1992, the GSP Subcommittee accepted the petitions for review of the labor situation in Guatemala. The Guatemalan Congress responded to the scrutinization of the labor situation and the threatened revocation of GSP benefits by reforming the Labor Code for the first time in forty years.

1. GSP Leverage Realized in the Political Sphere

Economic leverage of GSP is acutely demonstrated by the events surrounding Jorge Serrano's coup d'etat on May 25, 1993. After Serrano assumed authoritarian powers, suspending the Congress and the judiciary, the United States responded swiftly by suspending all aid to Guatemala and threatening to revoke Guatemala's status as a beneficiary under GSP. The business community in Guatemala, facing the threat

---


123. See U.S. May Probe Guatemala Labor Practices, Could Lead to End of Import Preferences, Int'l. Trade Daily (BNA) (July 9, 1992) (reporting that, according to United States officials, the petitions would likely be accepted for review because they were "better written," with increased support from labor groups, and the Government of Guatemala failed to implement promises to reform the labor crisis). If the GSP Subcommittee found Guatemala in violation of the labor rights provisions of GSP, its status as a beneficiary developing country would have been terminated in July 1993. Id.


125. See Compa, supra note 32, at 154 (discussing the GSP review of Guatemala as a "fortuitous policy instrument" utilized by the United States to influence the restoration of constitutional order in Guatemala).

126. See Zarate, supra note 104, at 114-15 (reporting that the United States suspended $50 million dollars in aid and threatened to revoke trade benefits under the GSP). The United States Department of State issued a statement advising that "trade benefits under the Generalized System of Preferences cannot be maintained in a coun-
of losing over $200 million in trade benefits under the GSP, pressured Serrano to restore constitutional order. The military, which initially announced support for the self-coup, advised Serrano that they could no longer support him due to extreme opposition in the business and civil sectors. On June 5, 1993, the Guatemalan Congress reconvened and elected Ramiro de Leon Carpio, the Attorney General for Human Rights, as the new president. The United States responded by restoring the aid programs and suspending the economic sanctions.

2. “Continuing Review” and Deferring Action in 1993

In July, 1993, the GSP Subcommittee issued its determination with respect to the review of Guatemala initiated in August 1992, extending the review for six months “to allow the Government of Guatemala time to effect changes through enforcement of the laws.” Initially, the regime where labor rights are not respected. Unless democracy is restored in Guatemala, GSP benefits are likely to be withdrawn.” U.S. DEPT. OF STATE, DEPT. OF STATE DISPATCH (Statement of Richard Boucher, May 27, 1993).


128. ZARATE, supra note 104, at 115. On June 1, 1993, Serrano abdicated his power. Id; see Emily Gurnon, Adios, Jorge; Jorge Serrano Elias, Former President of Guatemala, 256 THE NATION, No. 25 at 892 (1993) (stating that “[t]here is widespread consensus that this threat was a major factor in the army’s decision to devise a solution acceptable to the United States”).

129. ZARATE, supra note 104, at 117. The unprecedented coalition of business interests, trade unions, and other social groups united with the common goal to force Serrano to abdicate. Id. Zarate notes that this mobilization of an otherwise dual society “showed that the ideal of democracy provided a common base from which a disparate population can coalesce and mend a polarized society.” Id.

130. See Compa, supra note 32, at 156 (discussing the Serrano self-coup and subsequent election of Carpio as President of Guatemala); ZARATE, supra note 104, at 115 (reporting that the election of Carpio raised hopes both internationally and domestically because of Carpio’s former capacity as the Attorney General for Human Rights).


132. GENERALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES (GSP) SUBCOMM. OF THE TRADE POLICY STAFF COMM., 1992 GSP ANNUAL REVIEW, WORKER RIGHTS REVIEW SUMMARY, GUATEMALA 1 (July 1993) [hereinafter 1992 ANNUAL REVIEW]; see also Kantor Announces Results of 1992 GSP Reviews: Emphasis on Worker Rights is underscored, PRESS RELEASE (Office of the United States Trade Representative), June 25, 1993, No. 93-42 (announcing the six-month “continuing review” of Guatemala’s
Government of Guatemala addressed high-profile labor disputes to assuage any concern that the government espoused a national labor policy of systematic repression. For example, when the GSP Subcommittee expressed concern over a February 19, 1993 decree to implement a ban on strikes by public employees, the Guatemalan Congress quickly withdrew the decree. The GSP Subcommittee lauded the enactment of the Labor Code in late 1992, citing this as an example of administrative reform. Other positive actions cited include the recognition of labor situation, during which period Guatemala would remain a beneficiary under GSP).

At this time, Mickey Kantor expressed a strong commitment to the expeditious resolution of labor rights investigations, stating:

We are committed to vigorously implementing worker rights provisions of the GSP law, to ensure that countries which benefit from preferential U.S. trade treatment are making serious efforts to implement international labor norms. Short periods of review for these countries underscore the Administration's commitment to worker rights. We do not want to wait a full year before seeing these countries make progress in this important area.

Kantor Underscores Worker Rights in Announcing 1992 GSP Review Results, 10 Int'l Trade Rep., No. 26, at 1069 (June 30, 1993).

133. See IMCC, supra note 115, at 8-9 (reporting that the review of labor rights in Guatemala pursuant to GSP resulted in a "flurry" of remedial actions). To date, the most prominent actions include: initiatives taken by the Guatemalan Ministry of Labor to improve the labor inspection program, including the hiring of additional inspectors and the establishment of new regional inspection bureaus; the expansion of the labor court system; amendments to the Labor Code in November 1992; the ratification of a Tripartite Agreement between the government, unions, and the private sector, formalized on March 8, 1993; and pledging cooperation to improve labor relations. Id.

134. See 1993 ANNUAL REVIEW, supra note 121, at 3 (noting that the decree may be constitutionally overbroad and affect a broader number of public sector workers than ILO practices contemplate).

135. Stephen R. Coats & Lance A. Compa, Continuing Worker Rights Review: Guatemala, Testimony presented before the GSP Subcommittee 9 (Nov. 3, 1993) [hereinafter Testimony]. In their testimony before the USTR, Stephen Coats of U.S.-GLEP and Lance Compa of ILRERF noted that "a backward step on worker rights, followed by a return to the status quo ante, cannot be cited as evidence of progress on worker rights." (emphasis in original) Id.

136. 1992 ANNUAL REVIEW, supra note 132, at 2. The GSP Subcommittee noted with approval the addition of key provisions that directly affect union formation. Id. These provisions include the following: workers may not be dismissed for participation in union formation; the process of obtaining legal union recognition is simplified; maximum fines for labor code violations are increased substantially; the judicial process is expedited; and labor courts have increased ability to redress the dismissal of workers without just cause after negotiations have begun. Id.
the CAMOSA union at the Phillips Van Heusen maquila factory.\textsuperscript{137} The Ministry of Labor authorized the CAMOSA union, which had been fighting for legal recognition since 1991, several weeks after the GSP Subcommittee placed Guatemala under review in August 1992.\textsuperscript{138} CAMOSA reportedly has not been recognized by employers for purposes of bargaining.\textsuperscript{139}


In December 1993, the USTR determined once again that Guatemala's status under GSP should remain under continuing review for an additional six months.\textsuperscript{140} After the six months expired in July 1994, the GSP Subcommittee again extended review for an additional ninety days, "to provide the [Government of Guatemala] some additional time to show that improved enforcement is occurring in practice."\textsuperscript{141} The GSP Subcommittee summarily addressed the issue of continued violence against unionists, stating that it "noted with regret reports of continuing acts of violence and threats of violence against trade unionists in 1994 . . . [and] it hopes that the GOG [Government of Guatemala] will take swift action to resolve these issues . . . ."\textsuperscript{142} The GSP Subcommittee favorably cited the Labor Code enacted in December 1992, noting "progress made by the Government of Guatemala in the past year to expand its labor law enforcement mechanisms."\textsuperscript{143} Despite detailed allega-
tions of serious, systematic violations of each of the specified “internationally recognized worker rights,” the GSP Subcommittee did not take any meaningful action toward Guatemala.

C. CONTINUING REVIEW: ERODING THE LEVERAGE OF GSP

The leverage that GSP can exert economically to influence worker rights erodes as a country is placed on a probationary “continuing review” period wherein the country is “monitored” for improvements in the labor sector. The mandatory language of the worker rights provisions of GSP loses legitimacy as an economic sanction when threats to revoke beneficiary status are illusory.

Economic sanctions can be a powerful instrument in securing compliance with labor standards and as demonstrated by the events of the coup in 1993, can influence the political climate. Remedial measures taken by the Government of Guatemala, cited with approval by the GSP Subcommittee, are superficial and merely employed as evasive tactics to avoid the threatened trade sanctions and withdrawal of GSP eligibility. These tactics compromise the enforcement value of the GSP program, converting the mandatory language to mere threats. Any appearance of substantive reform in the new Labor Code in 1992 proved largely cosmetic because the new law suffers from lax enforcement.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. ADMINISTRATIVE AND PROCEDURAL REFORM OF THE GSP REVIEW

1. Consolidated Review

The establishment of an administrative body to investigate compliance with internationally recognized worker rights provisions present in all

144. MICHAEL P. MALLOY, ECONOMIC SANCTIONS AND U.S. TRADE 12 (1990). Michael Malloy defines economic sanctions as “coercive economic measures taken against one or more countries to force a change in policies or at least to demonstrate a country’s opinion about the other’s policies.” Id.

145. See Compa, supra note 32, at 165 (noting that the Government of Guatemala quickly resolved longstanding labor disputes and reformed the labor code in an effort to avoid sanctions).

146. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, COUNTRY REPORTS ON ECONOMIC POLICY AND TRADE PRACTICES 375 (1994). The State Department notes that “[t]he greatest obstacle to union organizing and collective bargaining is not the law, but the inability of the legal system to enforce the law.” Id.
relevant United States trade instruments\textsuperscript{147} would resolve many of the tensions under the current statutory scheme.\textsuperscript{148} This body should be distinct from the Office of the USTR in order to de-politicize its findings with respect to a country's labor rights practices.\textsuperscript{149} By coordinating the reviews of all United States trade instruments in one body, countries that do not recognize worker rights would have their beneficiary status revoked under all applicable trade instruments.\textsuperscript{150} This consolidation would unify treatment under the various trade instruments and would streamline the review process.\textsuperscript{151} The administrative body, or "Labor Council," shall be responsible for promulgating the regulations necessary to implement the annual petition procedure and the automatic review.

2. Annual/Automatic Review

The Labor Council would issue annual reports on the labor practices of each country receiving preferential treatment under United States trade legislation. An automatic, annual review of the labor situation in the developing countries provides several advantages. First, automatic

\begin{itemize}
\item See supra note 47 and accompanying text (listing United States trade instruments that incorporate worker rights conditionality).
\item See Mandel, supra note 24, at 478 (proposing the coordinated enforcement of GSP, OPIC, and section 301 regimes under a single administrative regime); DORMAN, supra note 79, at 16 (suggesting that GSP could be coordinated with other worker rights policy instruments).
\item The Generalized System of Preferences: In a Rush to Import Trouble?: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Gov't Information, Justice and Agric. of the House of Rep. Comm. on Gov't Operations, 102d Cong., 2d Sess. 15 (1992) (statement of Rep. Nagle). Representative Nagle accused political agendas of certain personnel arguing that they interfered with the administration of the GSP program: "... the [GSP] Subcommittee has disregarded certain legal provisions that acknowledge that GSP can be harmful domestically, override ITC [International Trade Commission] advice, and set arbitrary decision making standards that are not supported by the law or administrative guidance pertaining to the law." Id; see also Amato, supra note 25, at 116 (concluding that the pattern of dismissing petitions and extending reviews illustrates "the use of the GSP worker rights provision to sanction politically disfavored countries").
\item But see Zimmerman, OPIC and Worker Rights, supra note 24, at 617 (proposing an OPIC exemption from the worker rights provisions when investors voluntarily agree to comply with worker rights in a particular country).
\item Mandel, supra note 24, at 478-479. Mandel notes that coordination would foster efficiency, decrease bureaucratic waste, and simplify the review procedure by providing a single forum. Id. at 478.
\end{itemize}
review assures that the labor rights situation in each country is closely monitored and recorded.\textsuperscript{152} Annual documentation would enable the Labor Council to trace the development and progress of labor rights policies in each beneficiary developing country. Second, the accumulated information would enable the Labor Council to make informed decisions about the severity and history of labor rights abuses in a particular country. Third, an automatic review of all beneficiaries would remove the stigmatization and political humiliation associated with the review under the current regulatory scheme.

In addition, the Annual Review procedure implemented by the USTR Regulations\textsuperscript{153} should remain in place, with some modifications. First, the review process for country eligibility, based on conformance to the worker rights provision and the intellectual property provision, should be separate from the review of product eligibility — a complex review procedure with a distinct set of standards, hearings, and issues.\textsuperscript{154} Second, a petition requesting review of a country's labor practices should create a \textit{prima facie} case for review, unless the petition is clearly frivolous.\textsuperscript{155} Third, the current standard requiring the submission of "substantial new information," promulgated under the USTR Regulations, should be eliminated. Fourth, the determinations of the USTR should be subject to judicial review.\textsuperscript{156}

\begin{itemize}
\item 152. \textit{But see} DORMAN, GSP EVALUATION, \textit{supra} note 79, at 6 (stating that an automatic review procedure would dilute the remedial measures taken by a country during a review initiated by petition).
\item 153. 15 C.F.R. § 2007 (1995); \textit{see supra} notes 74-84 and accompanying text (describing the Annual Review process administered by the GSP Subcommittee).
\item 154. GAO ASSESSMENT, \textit{supra} note 42, at 105. The General Accounting Office reports that a review of "[c]ountry practice cases were fundamentally different [from product eligibility review] in that they involved changes in the internal practices of another sovereign nation and triggered government-to-government negotiations or representations." \textit{Id}.
\item 155. \textit{See} GSP Renewal Bill, \textit{supra} note 23, § 5 (requiring that a petition will be accepted for review unless the USTR issues a finding that the petition is frivolous). \textit{But see} DORMAN, \textit{supra} note 79, at 15 (proposing that each petition submitted should be automatically accepted for review). Automatic acceptance of petitions for review of a country's labor practices leaves the burden of establishing a case on the labor rights advocates in the United States. By instituting an automatic review of each country receiving preferential trade treatment under United States legislation, this shifts the initial burden to the Labor Council to detect labor rights violations.
\item 156. \textit{See supra} notes 96-103 and accompanying text (discussing the denial of judicial review); \textit{see also} GSP Renewal Bill, \textit{supra} note 23, § 5 (providing for judicial review of decisions of the USTR as final agency actions).
\end{itemize}
By retaining the Annual Review petitioning, any party can participate in the dialogue between the USTR, the GSP Subcommittee, and the Labor Council by filing petitions for review of the labor rights situation in a beneficiary country. An accepted petition, submitted by labor advocates and interested parties, would trigger an investigation into the labor practices of the named country. The investigation, conducted by the Labor Council, would utilize the annual reports, the submitted petition, the Department of State’s Human Rights Reports, and representations of officials from the country under investigation to determine whether the country promotes respect for worker rights. These petitions would complement the automatic review conducted by the Labor Council and would serve as an additional source of information.

A finding of the Labor Council with respect to the recognition or denial of worker rights would be adopted by the GSP Subcommittee. At the end of a specified period, the country’s status as a beneficiary under the GSP would be affirmed or revoked. The practice of extending review periods upon the expiration of the previous review period should be eliminated.\(^\text{157}\) By extending the review period for more than three years, as is the case with Guatemala,\(^\text{158}\) the threat of imposing economic sanctions becomes diluted. Furthermore, the automatic review would obviate the need for “continuing review” because the country’s labor rights practices would be assessed annually.

3. Product-Specific Sanctions

To alleviate the tension in imposing the extreme economic sanction of revoking beneficiary status, the GSP program should allow sector-specific\(^\text{159}\) or product-specific\(^\text{160}\) suspension of GSP trade benefits.\(^\text{161}\) Product-based sanctions imposed against a beneficiary country are advantageous in several ways. First, suspending duty-free treatment against

\(^{157}\) But see Dorman, supra note 79, at 16 (proposing that the continuing review period should be formally instituted as a probationary period).

\(^{158}\) See supra notes 132-43 and accompanying text (discussing the continued review of the labor rights situation in Guatemala since July 1992).

\(^{159}\) See Dorman, supra note 79, at 15 (recommending that the labor rights provisions should attach to targeted sectors).

\(^{160}\) See Barr, supra note 61, at 42 (proposing the use of product-specific sanctions to reduce the stigma associated with the complete revocation of preferences under the GSP).

\(^{161}\) See Barr, supra note 61, at 41 (describing the disadvantages of “the blunt instrument of country removal from trade benefits”).
a product serves the policy goals of the worker rights provision, target-
ing a specific industry without the political ramifications of the complete
removal of a country from the GSP. Second, the Labor Council
would be more likely to impose product-based sanctions because they
are less of an overall indictment against the charged country. Third,
companies in the affected sector would have the economic incentive to
redress labor rights abuses themselves and would pressure the govern-
ment to actively comply with recognizing worker rights.

The Labor Council should be cognizant of the disadvantages posed by
product-specific sanctions. For example, affected industries might feel
unduly targeted. Choosing an appropriate product or sector entails a
sensitive balance between the policies underlying the GSP statute and
the risk of impingement of sovereignty and intrusion into domestic af-
fairs.

4. Composition of the Labor Council

Candidates for membership in the Labor Council should be chosen
from individuals in the legal profession, the judiciary, unions and other
trade affiliations, labor scholars, and representatives of the business
community. The Labor Council should be distinct from the Office of the
USTR and should be closely aligned with the United States Department
of Labor. Council members should be nominated and elected by Con-
gress to serve six-year terms.

5. Advantages

As a permanent institution, the Labor Council would develop expertise
in the evolution of international labor law standards and practices and
the transnationalization of the world economy, becoming intimately
familiar with the labor policy and socioeconomic forces of each country.
By working closely with government and labor officials of beneficiary
countries, the Labor Council would create an open dialogue which
would facilitate the review process.

The establishment of a Labor Council properly places the authority to
investigate labor abuses in a specialized body which is disassociated
from politically and economically inspired bias. Furthermore, the benefi-
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ciary countries may cultivate trust in a Labor Council, striving to achieve economic and social harmonization.

B. SUBSTANTIVE REFORM

1. Standards and Compliance

The worker rights conditionality should eliminate the ambiguous “taking steps” language and require complete conformance with “internationally recognized worker rights.” Furthermore, the list of internationally recognized worker rights should include the principle of non-discrimination. The GSP statute should require that the internationally recognized worker rights are to be construed in accordance with ILO standards and jurisprudence, and should provide distinct guidelines for interpreting these rights. Application of ILO principles and international standards ensures that the worker rights provision is not applied arbitrarily.

2. Pursuit of International Consensus

To legitimize the authority of the Labor Council, the United States must take a number of actions. First, the United States should ratify the relevant ILO Conventions and Recommendations embodying fundamental

164. See GSP Renewal Bill, supra note 23, § 3 (proposing that the requirement should be “whether or not such country is in compliance with internationally recognized worker rights”).

165. See supra note 64 and accompanying text (discussing the absence of the prohibition against discrimination).

166. See supra notes 62-67 and accompanying text (discussing the lack of international standards applied by the GSP Subcommittee in interpreting the scope of worker rights); see also GSP Renewal Bill, supra note 23, § 3 (requiring the USTR to apply ILO standards and standards relevant to workers in various international human rights instruments).

167. See GSP Renewal Bill, supra note 23, § 3 (requiring that compliance with worker rights shall be determined by evaluating: the existing labor laws of a country and the enforcement of those laws; findings of human rights organizations and the Department of State’s Annual Human Rights Report; provisions in voluntary codes of conduct and collective bargaining agreements; and the opinions of academics).
worker rights. Second, the list of "internationally recognized worker rights" must be reformulated with valid international consensus.

There are several possible approaches to establishing international harmonization of worker rights jurisprudence. The United States should harness the momentum created by the ILO in unifying international principles of worker rights. The Labor Council could conduct formal conferences with developing country beneficiaries to achieve international accord on realistic standards. The future establishment of a working party within the institutional framework of the WTO could contribute vastly to the task of harmonizing labor standards internationally.

CONCLUSION

Aggrieved workers suffer as a direct result of tariff preferences granted to developing countries under the GSP. GSP currently operates as a subsidy, allowing developing countries duty-free preferences to promote their economic development and open their markets so that they can participate in the globalization of the world economy and reap the benefits of free trade schemes. The United States recognized that this preferential scheme can ultimately be damaging to domestic workers and industries, luring corporations to relocate abroad where labor is an exploitable commodity. Thus, the United States amended the GSP statutory scheme to include certain internationally recognized worker rights.

Companies in host beneficiary countries specifically rely upon receiving duty-free tariff treatment for exports into the United States. If the labor rights clause of the GSP is not stringently enforced, this subsidization increases exploitation of the work force. GSP thus effectively rewards those businesses that operate at the expense of oppressed workers, by exporting GSP eligible articles into the United States without acknowledging worker rights. It is unconscionable to reward businesses duty-free treatment, and in turn condemn the laborers to continued repression solely to sustain and promote a developing country's economy. The comparative advantage of cheap and exploitable labor does not justify repression on this scale.

168. See Mandel, supra note 24, at 32 (noting that the credibility and persuasiveness of the United States would be heightened if the United States ratified the ILO Conventions on fundamental rights). Honorable Bernard Sanders defends the United States failure to ratify ILO Conventions on the basis that the standards elaborated in the ILO Conventions exist in the United States by virtue of statutes, and extensive case law. 140 CONG. REC. E1665-01 (1994). This rationale, therefore, suggests that there is no impetus for the United States to ratify the ILO Conventions. Id.